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FLOOD CONTROL IN THE SARNERAA VALLEY
PARTICIPATIVE PLANNING OF PREVENTIVE MEASURES  

AFTER THE 2005 FLOODS 

Josef Berwert1, Thomas Wüthrich1, Eva Gertsch1

The yielding precipitation event in August 2005 caused serious damages in many parts of 
Switzerland. In the Sarneraa Valley in the Canton Obwalden, the water level of Lake Sarnen 
and the Sarneraa rose to a never experienced extent. Large areas of the densely settled valley 
were flooded; the damage amounted to more than CHF 200 millions (€ 125 millions). The 
inundations from August 2005 were already the third flood event within six years. Since that 
time the urgency of flood protection measures has been out of question and the planning of 
measures has been in progress at full throttle ever since. 

LESSONS LEARNT FROM THE 2005 FLOODS

The flood event from August 2005 was unusual: The maximum level of the Lake Sarnen rose 
up to 472.42 m a.s.l., about 1.14 m higher than the past record mark from 1999. The water 
level rose around 2.2 m within 36 hours. The peak discharge of the Sarneraa, which drains the 
Lake Sarnen, was approx. 160 m3/s. This is 2.5 times the quantity of water than so far was 
assigned to events with a recurrence interval of 300 years. 

This flood event put the hydrological bases repeatedly in question. It clearly showed the limi-
tations and the problems of the extreme value statistics. The inclusion of the 2005 event there-
fore has a large influence on the flood statistics. The different flood scenarios were adapted to 
the new realizations and the danger map was revised accordingly. With regard to the revised 
statistics the assigned recurrence interval of the 2005 flood in the Sarneraa Valley is more 
than 300 years (tab.1). 

Tab. 1: Adjustments of Lake Sarnen and Sarneraa characteristics  

FLOOD CONTROL  -  STUDY OF VARIANTS 

The estimated annual risk due to flood events amounts to CHF 3 million (calculation by the 
methods of BUWAL, 1999). The short-time recurrence of three flood events within six years 
(1999, 2004, 2005) left a serious uncertainty in the population. That's why the planning of 
flood control measures has been strongly promoted after 2005. 
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 HQ300  
 before 2005 after 2005 2005 Flood Event  
Lake Sarnen [m a.s.l.] 471.5 471.85 – 472.1 472.42 
Sarneraa [m3/s] 64 105-125 160 
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With a concept study, more than 20 possibilities for security-improvement against floods 
were examined. Out of these possibilities the following 3 variants have emerged and are to be 
continued to work on: 

Variant 1: Artificial deepening / widening of the Sarneraa channel 
Variant 2: "Mountain variant west" (short bypass tunnel) 
Variant 3: "Mountain variant east" (long bypass tunnel) 

FLOOD CONTROL - PARTICIPATIVE PROCEDURES 

For the first time the Canton Obwalden applied a participative approach for flood control 
planning. Different stakeholders (economy, environmental protection, administration and 
politics) were already involved in an early stage of planning and opinion formation process. 
The main work of the participants was to evaluate and weight the goals. In workshops with 
participants and experts (planner, direction of the project) the following goals were pursued 
step by step: 

To find and recognize the pro and cons of the different variants 
To recognize possible points of conflict at an early stage
To propose amendments 
To define the evaluation criteria
To weight the evaluation criteria 

In accordance to sustainability, these evaluation criteria were divided into three groups of 
project goals:

Society (security) 
Environment (ecology, riverine zone, esthetics, recovery/tourism, fishery, agriculture) 
Economy (investment and operating cost, cost-benefit, duration of procedures and con-
struction)  

The main requests of the participants were a rapid realization of the measures and minimum 
constraints to the affected property owners. The costs played a subordinated role. The assess-
ment and evaluation of the project variants by means of an efficiency analysis remained how-
ever (against original hopes) peer-reviewed. 

SELECTION OF VARIANT 

The cost-benefit analysis showed that the variant 3, with additional ecological appreciation, 
represents the best solution along the Sarneraa. Owing to the participative procedure this deci-
sion is broadly supported by all stakeholders and political authorities. Although it is the most 
expensive variant for flood control, this option is favoured in particular due to the temporal 
urgency, due to its sustainability and the minimization of negative effects.  

The definite decision and the final approval of this variant by the Federal Administration 
however is still unconcealed. 
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